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SANTA ROSA » SONOMA COUNTY DRUG TESTING

Lifeline for addicts
about to be cut short

SCHOOL SHOOTING

Russian
bots sow
discord
on guns
‘Troll farm’ Twitter posts
inundate social media to
inflame US discussion
By SHEERA FRENKEL AND
DAISUKE WAKABAYASHI
NEW YORK TIMES
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Sonoma County drug testing department staff lead Tracie Parker, left, and Jenny Harris, a staffer at the county DUI program, embrace each other
Thursday as Harris departs the Orenda Center in Santa Rosa. Both Parker and Harris have been notified that they will be laid off.

As many as 40 jobs in mental health counseling, substance abuse face cut
Tracie Parker,
the lead drug
testing staffer
in the Sonoma
County Alcohol
and Other Drug
Services department, poses for a
portrait in front
of signs with the
12 Step program
slogans at the
Orenda Center in
Santa Rosa.

By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

G

old is more than just a color to the
161 people in Sonoma County’s
drug court.
It is the signal for new addicts in the
program to report to a squat gray building
on Santa Rosa’s Neotomas Avenue and
submit to random drug testing.
Depending on the day and color — others are silver, bronze and cobalt — dozens
of people show up to participate in a routine that can be a matter of life and death.
“Every day they call the testing line,”
said Mike Perry, the chief deputy public defender overseeing the more than
20-year-old drug court. “If they hear their
color, they have to go test that day. It’s
what’s keeping them clean.”
But the screening that has formed the
cornerstone of the rehabilitative court
could soon be coming to an end because
the county is getting less money than
anticipated from federal sources.
The resulting $8.5 million budget
shortfall within the county’s behavioral

health division is expected to result in the
layoff of up to 40 employees who deal with
substance abuse disorders, mental health
counseling and treatment.
Because the county is not mandated to
provide drug testing, the Orenda Center
program that handles random screening

for drug- and drunken-driving court as
well as other programs for drug-addicted
mothers are slated for closure, said Barbie
Robinson, health services department
director.
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Resentment simmers over health care
OBAMACARE DILEMMA » Trump’s efforts to
gut law raise costs for some, lower them for others
ABBY GOODNOUGH
NEW YORK TIMES

MERRIMACK, New Hampsire — Gwen Hurd got the letter
just before her shift at the outlet
mall. Her health insurance company informed her that coverage for her family of three, purchased through the Affordable
Care Act marketplace, would
cost almost 60 percent more this
year — $1,200 a month.
She and her husband, a contractor, found a less expensive
plan, but at $928 a month, it
meant giving up date nights and
saving for their future.
Worse, the new policy required them to spend more than
$6,000 per person before it cov-

ered much of anything.
“It seems to me that people
who earn nothing and contribute nothing get everything
for free,” said Hurd, 30. “And
the people who work hard and
struggle for every penny barely
end up surviving.”
A few miles away in another
wooded suburb, Emilia DiCola,
28, an aspiring opera singer who
scrapes by with gigs at churches and in local theaters, has no
such complaints. She qualifies
for Medicaid — free government
health insurance that millions
more low-income Americans
have gained through an expansion of the program under the
TURN TO HEALTH CARE » PAGE A2

SAN FRANCISCO — One
hour after news broke about the
school shooting in Florida last
week, Twitter accounts suspected of having links to Russia released hundreds of posts taking
up the gun control debate.
The accounts addressed the
news with the speed of a cable
news network. Some adopted
the hashtag #guncontrolnow.
Others used #gunreformnow
and #Parklandshooting.
“This is pretty typical for
them, to hop on breaking news
like this,” said Jonathon Morgan, chief executive of New
Knowledge, a company that
tracks online disinformation
campaigns. “The bots focus on
anything that
is divisive for INSIDE
Americans. Al- ■ Parents, kids
most systemat- call for action
against gun
ically.”
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■ Trump says
against propohe’s open to
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control.
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changing
the
messagbackground
es from these
checks / A12
automated accounts, or bots,
were designed to widen the
divide and make compromise
even more difficult.
Any news event — no matter how tragic — has become
fodder to spread inflammatory
messages in what is believed
to be a far-reaching Russian
disinformation campaign. The
disinformation comes in various forms: conspiracy videos on
YouTube, fake interest groups
on Facebook, and armies of bot
accounts that can hijack a discussion on Twitter.
Those automated Twitter accounts have been closely tracked
by researchers. Last year, the Alliance for Securing Democracy,
in conjunction with the German
Marshall Fund, a public policy
research group in Washington,
created a website that tracks
hundreds of Twitter accounts of
human users and suspected bots
that they have linked to a Russian influence campaign.
The researchers zeroed in on
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Trump administration
aiming to restrict which
family members migrants
can sponsor / A5
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Gwen and Matt Hurd play with their son, Harry, at home in Merrimack,
New Hampshire on Jan. 20. They pay full price for Affordable Care Act
coverage, which has gotten expensive for them.
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